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The end-to-end BI and analytics

solution every business needs.

Give your customers easily accessible, advanced, and custom KPIs with Embedded BI,

all available on-demand from within your own enterprise software application. 

Help your customers become more successful by giving them all the information they

need right within your application, without having to export data to 3rd party systems. 

"Our customers are amazed at how we

get them to their data so quick"

- Jon Ellis, product manager

Embedded
Analytics 

Build dashboards with a rich set of

visuals and a WYSIWYG editor. No

IT expertise required.

Create forecasts with built-in

predictive models  and visualize

results.

Incorporate row-level security based

on user roles, custom attributes, and

isolation code. Implement app-level

security using single sign-on and

other advanced options.

Create ad hoc reporting solutions

with embedded capabilities as part

of your application.

Apply analytics to get deeper

insights from data.

Available for Windows, Linux, Docker,

and Kubernetes deployment. Host on-

premises or in the cloud of your

choice.

Data Visualization Predictive Analytics

Data Security Ad hoc Reporting Deployment Options

Deep Insights
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Seamlessly redistribute with your products.

There are no external connections and no

vendor-specific cloud requirements.

Key Features

White-label dashboards and add

company logos or images. Give business

applications a branded look with

customized themes. 

Connect to 120+ data sources including

files, relational databases,  cloud storage

services, and RESTful web services.

To learn more, visit www.boldbi.com.
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Connect with us

Embed dashboards within applications

built in a variety of frameworks.

Redistribution is easy

Develop on many frameworks

Your Branding, Your Way

Data where you need it

If you can imagine it,

you can build it. 

Rich APIs allow you to control every aspect of embedding,

making Bold BI seamless and impossible to distinguish from the

rest of the application.
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https://www.boldbi.com/
https://pl.pinterest.com/BoldBITeam/
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/bold-bi
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCW9g3mzXwiy3PDSIl_SOnIg
https://twitter.com/boldbiteam
https://www.facebook.com/BoldBITeam
https://www.boldbi.com/

